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S/2
Fast, Fun & Powerful
The Compact S/2
Whilst S/2 may be the least expensive, most compact chassis in the S range, it
would be a mistake to think of it as anything but a true thoroughbred. Fast,
tuneful, fun and excep$onally dynamic, S/2 permits those with limited space or
compact speakers to enjoy the beneﬁts of Serie S performance. S/2 oﬀers a
powerful 250W NextGen Class D ampliﬁer with a fast, lightweight driver and
matching passive in a carefully damped cabinet to produce bass that is quite
extraordinary for such a modestly-sized enclosure.

Snap & A1ack
Anodized Aluminium Dustcap
S/2’s driver receives a new purpose-designed anodized aluminium dustcap. This
both s$ﬀens the cone structure, resul$ng in improved transient response (snap
and a1ack) while lowering the moving mass some 15%. Careful tuning of this unit
to cabinet volume and the new matching downﬁring passive driver results in
outstanding performance for a model of this size and price. Powerful, fast and
tuneful is the S/2.
Front ohne Abdeckung

Clean Bass
Matching Passive Driver
REL’s passive drivers are carefully matched to the ac$ve. In the case of S/2, we
literally use the same driver as S/2 for a precise match, then tune the resonant
frequency a li1le lower to extend the bass performance downward for a cleaner
overall eﬀect.

Unterseite

Rückseite
UVP

Seamless Sound

1.299,00 €
LongBowTM separat erhältlich

NextGen2 250W Digital Ampliﬁer
Beyond the drivers, the performance of a REL is determined by the input ﬁlters
and ampliﬁers. REL S/2 uses a simple ﬁlter-type that is very fast—about 8
milliseconds in group delay to get through to our driver. This speed and carefully
sorted ﬁlters allows for seamless blending of RELs with the main speakers.
S/2’s power ampliﬁer is a powerful NextGen2 250W digital ampliﬁer. This design
has proven excep$onally reliable and very fast with deep, extended lows—it
provides a perfect mate to its driver.

PRINZIP:

10’’ REL-Langhub-Woofer (254 mm)
10’’ Passivradiator (254 mm)

VERSTÄRKERLEISTUNG: 250 W Next Gen II Class D Endstufe
WIRELESS-FÄHIGKEIT:

JA - REL LongBowTM Sendeeinheit
separat erhältlich

ABMESSUNGEN:

349 x 368 x 426 mm (B x H x T)
(inklusive Füßen und Abdeckungen)

FINISH:

Piano Black; Piano White

GEWICHT:

18,1 kg
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